[Registered National NGO in India: RAHBAR @ Delhi, Aligarh & Patna]

Striving towards educational and socio-economic empowerment of Muslims

Why we must rush to do our bit? Whatever has been done, is just a beginning, and there is a lot to do within the limited time that has been allocated to us by Allah. Who can guarantee that he or she would live tomorrow? Therefore, we have to try our best to do whatever we can; **today**. We just can't postpone things for the morrow. In Bihar Anjuman, you have a fair chance to do things you like doing. Lend your HAND, and turn your dream into reality!

Bihar Anjuman ([www.biharanjuman.org](http://www.biharanjuman.org)), a network of individuals and organizations from Bihar & Jharkhand, was founded on 14-06-2004. The driving motto is to join hands and minds that can freely pool talents and resources and act in a way which suits each one of them (work as individuals, groups, chapters, etc.) to maximize benefits to the society & the nation in general and to Muslims from Bihar & Jharkhand in particular. Bihar Anjuman has been able to bring many active, kind, knowledgeable and resourceful people together, from all corners of the world, to interact and act jointly to educate, motivate, inspire and instill confidence; to remove disappointments, eradicate miseries, and help the needy.

Bihar Anjuman does not maintain any funds, but only raises funds, on a temporary basis, mostly from its own network with a view to encourage genuine participation-by-all and nurture a culture of mutual help and respect in order to get rid of the charity mindset. We do not seek any grants from state or federal government or foreign agencies.

**Project: RAHBAR Coaching Centres to Launch Govt School**

Are there any Free Lunches in the Political Marketplace?

More than 50% school age muslim children don't go to either a madrasa or school. RSS is conditioning the youth, brainwashing them through their huge network of hundreds of thousands of schools run under various missions. At least 48,000 muslim children are studying in these schools. Check it out at [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UwW4pXCWbg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UwW4pXCWbg)

Why are we not able to send our children to Madrasas? Quality? What about Schools? 2% go to Madrasas. Remaining 98% of the 50% go to which Schools?

Why only 50% go to either madrasa or school? Hopelessness!

**How to Remove the Hopelessness?**
Create some success stories among them (those who have not been sending their children to schools or madrasas). Yes, among them. Success stories from outside their cluster don’t inspire them enough; don’t instill much hopefulness. These clusters have no choice other than sending their children to govt schools, because 90% muslims are close to BPL. Teaching hardly takes place in these schools, so what’s the future for them? Their failure (remember, this is the vast majority) leads to disappointment & hopelessness. Instead of spending crores on a school, use the same money to provide coaching / tuition to a large number of the government school going students who get books, dress & food free from the govt (even bicycle to the girls).
It is much easier (financially) to create success stories in those poverty-stricken clusters by spending a little on the children that are already enrolled in government schools, but deprived of teaching (everything else happens in these government schools other than teaching). These success stories would motivate them to get into the educational system and remain there rather than be part of the 90% drop-out story at 10th grade level and 95% drop-out at 12th level (check Sachar Committee Report).

**Once a critical mass is pushed from any poor cluster, your help may not be required any further.** A revolution would automatically get generated, motivating them enough to send their children to schools or madrasas, even if they have not a morsel of bread to eat. Rahbar Coaching Centres (coaching.biharanjuman.org) are trying this revolutionary route towards empowerment of Indian muslims. The mission is to increase the number of Muslim graduates (currently 4%, as per govt statistics), who could subsequently raise the employment levels for Muslims [http://coaching.biharanjuman.org/].

**PROJECT: RAHBAR SCHOLARSHIP TO 200 DIPLOMA ENGG/ PARAMEDICAL STUDENTS EVERY YEAR FOR QUICKEST POSSIBLE EMPLOYMENT AFTER THEY PASS THEIR 10th BOARD EXAM.**

What to do for those who can’t make it to diploma engineering or Paramedical Courses after passing 10th Board Exam from the Rahbar Coaching Centres?
ITIs: Collaborative Effort
Mission: Network of ITIs in Bihar & Jharkhand

1. Local Infrastructure Provider
2. Bihar Anjuman: Equipment
3. RAHBAR: Management

1st ITI @ Samastipur
Govt. approved, ITI is functioning well
In 109 year old Mardrasa

Sponsor-a-Teacher Project: Sponsoring one teacher is like sponsoring more than 100 students. Sponsor a teacher in RAHBAR-e-Banat @ Rs. 10,000 per month.
MAIN OBJECTIVES of BIHAR ANJUMAN: The Objectives are just the abstract of ideas that float in the minds of many of us who desire to serve the community but don’t find an appropriate channel to do so.

- To establish a network of individuals & organizations to promote welfare activities inside & outside Bihar/ Jharkhand for people affected during calamities.
- To help, assist and aid in educational empowerment of muslims of Bihar/ Jharkhand so that they could contribute enough to the rise of India to the top of the world.
- To help establishment of institutions, for promoting professional, vocational and technical education.
- To provide assistance in decent employment and to provide guidance in this respect.
- To grant aid & assistance to financially challenged Muslims, widows and disabled persons.
- To set up info-cum-guidance center that would help in pursuit of higher education and successful career.
- To propagate Islamic social values of goodness and participate actively in the reforms leading to betterment of the society; to organize religious, literary, social and cultural events.

Islamic teachings to all (http://quran.biharanjuman.org): has numerous free online books, presentations, audios and videos in Urdu and English.

Local chapters: Many chapters already exist all over the world. Yours could be next. Write to chapter@biharanjuman.org to check if there is one in your city, and to demand one where you are.

Vacancies Circulation: Worldwide vacancies are circulated regularly by members, in the Google!Group (https://groups.google.com/g/biharanjuman), thus benefiting hundreds of job-aspirants every month.